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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR Downside is path of least resistance against a light data backdrop 

USD Inflation data not likely to provide confidence…USD firm 

JPY JPY to remain solid as recession is revised away and wage reports look upbeat  

GBP Recession in the rear-view mirror  

 
Overnight comment – wage hurdle cleared   

Yesterday’s elevated US PPI data saw UST yields push sharply higher, especially at the long end 
as investors reassess whether US inflation really is on a glide path to 2% or whether the Fed will 
need to keep policy tighter for longer. A 25bp June cut from the Fed was fully priced as recently as 
the end of January but is now only 55% priced. UST yields were fractionally lower in the Asian 
session. Asian stocks mainly tracked US stocks lower. The Topix managed a small gain but still ends 
the week ~2.0% lower. Mainland China stocks shrugged off weak house price data and managed 
small gains as well, even as the PBoC left the 1-yr policy rate unchanged at 2.5%. The DXY index 
remained elevated even as it eased off yesterday’s high.    
 
In Japan, Finance Minister Suzuki noted that the economy was no longer in deflation and that the 
trend in wage hikes was strong. Late in the session Rengo reported that wages hikes were 5.28% 
which is well above the 3.80% achieved a year ago. Base pay was up 3.70% vs 2.33% last year. 
These increases are the largest for 30 years. We believe these results will meet the hopes of most 
BoJ members and that the wages hurdle has been met with regard to starting to tighten policy. 
USD/JPY initially drifted higher but dipped in the wake of the news and sits around 148.15 as 
Europe opens. From a currency perspective, it is interesting to note that in a week full of strong 
Japanese wage data that most people believe will open the pathway for a BoJ hike, USD/JPY is 
higher rather than lower. This underscores that currencies are relative prices. Elevated US price data 
have driven 2yr UST yields up 15bp this week, while 2yr JGBs are almost flat on the week. The US 
dollar is stronger across the curve. It also the case that JPY has not really outperformed vs other 
G10 currencies this week.   
 
Yesterday, the ECB’s Knot said that he was pencilling in a first cut in June. Given that Knot is among 
the more hawkish members, it’s a solid bet that it will be June and indeed, that remains our call. He 
also noted that “where we take it from there is data dependent”. This is a bit of a contrast to 
Stournaras who said the ECB should cut twice before the summer break. Stournaras’ comments 
implies back to back cuts in June and July, which we see as unlikely at this stage. Rehn noted that 
easing was possible in the summer. EUR/USD edged off overnight lows but broadly held 
Thursday’s drop to sit around 1.0885 as Europe opens. It was a quiet start to trade in the UK. 
GBP tracked EUR and GBP/USD sits around 1.2745 as Europe opens.       

                 

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

US – Empire State m’fact index (DI, Mar) -7.0/-2.4 

US – Industrial production (%MoM, Feb) 0.0/-0.1 

US – U Mich Consumer sentiment (DI, Mar) 77.2/76.9 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. There are no eurozone data due. For the ECB, Panetta, Vujcic and Lane speak. The 
BoE/Ipsos inflation expectations measure has been showing a steady decline in inflation 
expectations since the peak in late 2022 although the pace of decline has slowed a little of late. At 
3.3% is still well above the peak immediately pre-Covid.     
 
US. The US data just keep coming. The Fed seems keen to brush off recent poor news on prices. 
Perhaps the main focus in the University of Michigan Consumer sentiment release will be the inflation 
expectations. Earlier in the week the NY Fed survey showed these picking up. The US also released 
industrial production data. There are hints of a bottoming out in global production cycle as inventories 
become better aligned with current output/demand. Finally, the Empire State manufacturing index is 
among the first of the sentiment indices for March.             

Market summary 
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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